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A PROPERTY OF COFUNCTORS SFCX,A) 

By K wang Ho so 

Abstraet. 

A k-dimensional vector bundle is a bundle ~ CE, P, B, F선 with fibre F k satisfy-
ing the local trivial짜1， where F is the field of real numbers R or complex 

numbers C C [1] , [2] and [3]). Let VectkCX) be the set consisting of all isomor

phism classes of k-dimensional vector bundles over the topological space X. Then 

VectFCX) {Vect lX)} k=O.1 … is a semigroup with Whitney sum C ~ 1). 

For a pair CX, A) of topolo밍cal spaces, a dillerence isomo썽hism over CX, A) is 

a vector bundle morphism C [2] , [3]) α: 홍。-→화 such that the restriction α: 용.OIA-→ 

흥1 1 A is an isomorphism. Let S kCX, A) be the set of all difference isomorphism 

classes over CX, A) of k-dimensional vector bundles over X with fibre F k
• Then 

SFCX, A) {SlX, A)} k=O.1 … is a semigroup with Whitney Sllm C ~ 2). 

1n this paper, we shall prove a relation between VectFCX) and S FCX, A) under 
some conditions CTheorem 2, which is the main theorem of this paper). We shall 

use the following theorem in the paper •. 

THEOREM 1. Let 흥. CE, P, B) be a locally trψial bundle with libre F , where 

CB, A) is a γelatZue CW-c0%Plex. Theft all toss secti0%S S of § l A PTOl0%g to a 
cross section S* 01 ~ μnder either 01 the lollowing hypothesis: 

CHl) The space F is Cm -1)-connected lor each m드dim B. 

CH2) There is a relative CW -complex cy, X) sμch that B YXI and A CXXI) 

ncyXO), where 1 [0, 1]. CFor proof see p.21 [2]). 

1. Cofunetors Vectk • 

Let ~=CEC흥)， 다， B) and 깨=CECη)， Pη ， B) be two. vector bundles over B •. We 

define 응θ깨 by 

EC~θ깨)=그앓b잉ηb 

then, with a suitable topology on EC~잉T/ ), 응$η=CEC용θη)， PsB:;P깨• B) 
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is a vector bundle over B , where 화=P낀(b) and ηb P;-tcb). ([1 ], [2]). We 

call tEBη the Whitney sum of 용 and η. 

For a continuous map f: A-• B, and a vector bundle 흥 over B, we define the

fibre prodμcts bκ1μile f*(잉 induced by f as folloVi‘s 
E(f*(용)) {(x,y) ε AXE(용)If(x) P(y) }, 

Pt*m: E(f*(웅)) 'A is definedby P f*Cn((x, y)) 'x. 

Then, f*(t) (E(f*(t)) , Pt*m ’ A) is a vector bundle over A ([1] , [3]). 

Let Pa be the category of paracompact spaces and homotopy classes of maps, 

and let Ens be the category of sets and functions. We take [f] ,:A• B in Pa. For 

f , g E [f] and a vector bundle 용 over B , we can prove that f*(홍)르g한홍) ([2]). 

Now, we define a function Vec다 : Pa .Ens by Vectk( [f]) : Vectk(B)-• Vectk(A) 

such that [Vectk ( [f])] ( {t} ) = {f*(ξ} in Ens for [f] : A-• B in Pa, where {흥}E 

Vectk(B) and {f*(흥)} εVect/A) are the isomorphism classes containing t. For f , 

gε [죄 :A-• B, since 升(중)=합(용) Vectk( [죄 ) is well defined. 

PROPOSITION 1. The family of fiαnctions Vectk : Pa-• Ens is a cofunctor. 

PROOF. For 1B : B-• B , B ε Pa, and a vector bundle 용 over B , 1B*(t)르t and 

therefore Vecti [lBJ) is the identity. If gof: B 2 t • B 1객니B is continuous, where 

Bz, B1 and B E Pa, for a vector bundle 흥 over B , (go f)육 (학=f*og*(흥)( [2] )ò 

Thus Vectk( [gof]) Vectk( [f] )oVectk( [g]). Therefore Vectk is a cofunctor. 

The Stiζfel νariety of orthogonal k-fraηzes in Jl!I, written ViRn) , is the subspace 

of (v1, …, 야) ε (sn-
1l such that 깐 上 깐 for i낯j. The Grass1nann νariety of 

k-dimensional subspaces of R n, written Gk(R성， is the set of k-dimensional sub

spaces of R n with the quotient topology defined by the function (v1' …, 야)-→ 

<v1' …, 야> of Vk(R성 onto Gk(~)' where <ν1’ …, v짜> is the k-dimensional 

subspace of Jl!I with basis νl' …, vk ([2]). We have the canonical k-dimensional 

vec따to야r bur펴le r많; over Gk(~)' which is defined by E(랴) {(V, x)EGiRn)XRn 

Ix ε V }, P rZ: E(r;)-→Gk(~) is the projection on the first argum,ent, that is r; 

=(E(랴)， P r~ , Gk(R
n
)). r; is the vector bundle with fibre e ;i 

k 

, R rZ is the 
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k-dimensional vector bundle over GkCR
n
). 

Suppose a space B is in Pa. Every k-dimensional vector bundle 환 over B is 
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isomorphic to f육Cr';) for some continuous map f: B-→GkCF∞) as vector bundles 

over F Cp.31 of [2]). If we put [B, GkCF∞)] = the . set of homotopy classes of 

maps from B to GlF∞)， then there exists an one-to-one correspondence between 

[B， GiF∞)] and Vectk CB) , This function ifJB: [B， GkCF∞)] 

by ifJBC [f])= U*Cr";) for [f] ε [B, GkCF
co

)]. Since [ 

• Vectk CB) is defined 

, GkCF∞)]: Pa-• 

Ens is a cofunctor, in fact ifJ is a natural transformation between cofunctors [ 

GkCF∞)] and Vectk’ 
where ifJ is the family of functions ifJB for B 든 Pa. 

, 

PROPOSITION 2. ifJ is a natu1’al equivaler.ce from [ , GkCF∞)) to Vectk. 

PROOF. At first, to 
homotopy class [f] : B 1 

prove that ifJ is a natural transformation, we take a 

/ 

• B of maps in Pa. Then we have the commutative diagram‘ 

[B , GlF∞)) "'B , Ve따CB) 

[[fl , GkCF∞)) @ VectkC[fl) 

[Bl' GkC궁∞)J 호L→ Vestk(B1) 

that is, for [g) ε [B, GlF∞)) 

VectkC [fl) CifJBC [g) ))=VectkC [f)) C {향Cr컵})= {f*。향Cr컵} 

ifJ B, ([ [f J. 힐CF∞)))C [gJ )=ifJB,C [g) 0 [fl )=ifJB,C [gofJ)= {C gof션Cr업 

={升。향Cr';)} • 

For each B ε Pa, ifJB is surjective and injective C (2)), and therefore ifJ is a natural 
equivalencε. 

2. Cofunctor S FCX, A). 

Suppose a pair CX, A) of spaces. Two difference isomorphisms over CX, A), 

α: 용。→화 and β: η。→η1 are isomorphic if there exist isomorphisms 깐: 화-→ηt 

Cover X) for i=O, 1 such that the following diagram of isomorphisms is com-
Imitative. 용。 !A 

A ι
 

U 
* 

께
 

, 
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Let SkCX, A) be the set of all difference isomorphism classes of k-dimensional. 

F-vector bundles over CX. A). For a continuous function f: CX. A) .CY. B) with 

fCA) ζ B. we define SkC f): SkCY.B)-• SiX.A) by [SkCf )] ({，화) = U*C웅)}， 

where {좀} E SkCY.B) and U*Cç)} 드 SlX.A). 

PROPOSITION 3. If f: CX. A)-• CY. B) is a continμous maþ suck that fCA) C 

B. and if β: η。-껴1 is a dzfference isomoφhism over CY. B). then f*Cβ): f*Cη。)

+f*Cη1) z's a dzfference isomorþhism over CX.A). 

PROOF. We want to show that 었(β): f*Cη。)IA .f*Cη1) I A is an isomorphism. 

For the inclusion map i: A-• x. Ci'。깜(η。)=한。1*Cη'0)르한。완(ηolB)즈f*Cη。)IA and 

(foi)*Cη1)=하。>/*Cη1)르찬。>/*CT/l1 B):=.f*Cη1) I A. and therefore f*Cβ): f*Cη。)IA-→

f*Cη1) I A is an isomorphism. because of C foi)*Cβ): Cfoi)*Cη0 1 B) 0( foi)*Cηl 1B) 

is an isol1lorphism induced from the isomorphism β: η。IB-→ηl 1B•

PÒ{ this proposition we see that S l f) is ￦ell defined. Let CXCo be the category 

of all pa없 of topolo밍cal spaces and maps between pa뇨s. Then 

Sk: CXCo -• Ens 

is a cofllnctor. Put SFCX.A)= {SlX.A)} k=O.l...... Then 

SF: CXCO - • Ens 

is a cofunctor. We define a ∞mmutative semigroup structure on SFCX.A) , 뼈ng 

the quotient fllnction of the Whitney sum operation defined as usual by α$β; 용。 

EBT/o -• 화θη1 for α: Ço-• 화 and β: η。→ η1. Of co따se， if α: ço - • 되 and 

β; η。→ η1 are differen∞ isomorphisms over CX. A). then aEBβ: çoEBη。→옹lEBηl 
is a difference isomorphism over CX. A). Let Sg be the category of all semigroups 

and semigroup maps. Then 

SF: CxCo • Sg 

is a cofllnctor. 

3. The main theorem. 

In this section. we assume that A be a subcomplex or sul엄pace of a finite 

CW -complex X. 

THEOREM 2. CMain theorem) For CX. A). SFCX, A) z's a sub-sem생rouþ of 

VectFCA). If X is dζfonχable into a subspace A. then SFCX, A)르VectF CA) as 
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semigrouþs. 

To prove this theorem we need the following lemmas. 

LEMMA 1. Let 용o a%d 윈 be tψo vector bμndles over X , If u: ~oIA-→윈 IA 

is a νector bχndle morphism, then there e:âsts a μ%Zqαe vector bμndle morphism 

V: 용。-종1 such that ν IA==μ， αhere A is a sμbcomPlex. 

PROOF. Define E(Hom/~o' 화)) == 1J.,Hom F( (용。)X. (좌\)， where (ço\ is the fibre 
xEX 

at x ε X of ~o' and so on. 8ince each HomF((용o)x. (화)x) for all x ε X is a vector 

space, Hom F(용。， 화)==(E(HomF(용。， 화))， P , X) is a vector bundle over X , where 

P-1(x) == HomF((용'0\’ (옹1)x)' Then we can view u as a cross section of 

HomF(중。， ç\) over A , i. e. , for each xεA， u(x)=씨 (용。)x: (용'0\ .(윈) x' 8ince every 

vector space is contractible, the fibre of HomF(~O' 윈) is also contractible. Therefore. 

by Theorem 1, u is extended to a llnique cross section v: X-→HomF(~O' 화). In 

this case, ν= {v(x): (용0\-→ (화)x I x E X} is a vector bundle morphism v: 용。→ 

화 which prolongs μ. 

LEMMA 2. 1f X is deforηzable into A , then VectF(X)르VectF(A) as semigroups. 

PROOF. 8ince X is deformable into A, there is a continuous map f: X-• A 

such that iof~lx (homotopic), where i: A .X is the inclusion map ([4]). Recall 

that there is an one-to-one correspondence between [B, GiF∞)] and VectF(B) for 

B ε Pa and for all k=O, 1, .... 

In the diagrams X 
g 

deformation = f I 11x 

x - "hòf } 

-0 

f 

x A 

-:"'Gk(F뼈 r 

‘ 

We see that g~gof==gIAof and h~hofIA， because of f~lx implies that fIA~lA' 

Thus there is the one-to-one correspondence 

rþ: [X， Gk(F∞)]-→ [A, GkCF∞)] 

defined by rþC [gJ) = [g I A]. The inverse rþ -1 of rþ is defined by rþ -1( [hJ) = [ho •η . 
Then rþ-1orþ( [g]) = rþ-1( [gIA]) == [glAofJ = [g] and rþorþ-1C [h]) = rþC [hof]) = 
[Iz ofl Al = [h] 

Therefore we define ø: VectF(X) 

Then ø is a sem:group isomorphism. 

~Vec상(A) by @({g%(rX。)})= {(glA션(rZ。)}. 
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PROOF of Theorem 2. Let 용。 and 화 be two vector bund1es over X. Bγ Lem

ma 1, if there is a vector bund1e isomorphism ~oIA-→와 I A over A, then {잃} . {f l} 

in SF(X, A). Therefore the morphism 

øF : SF(X, A) .. VectF(A) 

defined by ø F( {용})= {히 A} is injective and preserves Whitney sum. (Note that the 

dass {화 in ØF ( {~} ) is the clifference isomorphism class containing 옹 and the {f I A} 

is the isomorphism class containing fIA). Thus øF is a monomorphism between 

semigroups, and therefore SF(X, A) is isomorphic to a sub-semigroup of VectF(A). 

Let us assume that X is deformab1e into A. Then there is a continuous map 

f: X-• A CX such that l~lx' 1ιemma 2 says that fo즌흙 over X iff 칩 IA르 

화 I A over A in our situation. That is, there is a semigroup isomorphism 

ØX: VectF(X)==-SF(X, A) defined by ØX( {화}{용}. Define ø;l: VectF(A)-• SF(X, 

A) by the commutative cliagram: 

~Vξ~tFJA、
얘 -1 F 

\‘ 
“ 

@ 
‘ 、-

￠ 

“ VectF CX)' 

Then ø;~ øF lsFCX.A) and øFoø;l .lvectFCA). 

-~SF CX, A’ 

‘ -

Let us denote the comþletions of VectF(A) and SF(X, A) by KF(A) and KSF 

(X. A), respective1y ([2J). Then, from Theorem 2 we easily obtain the following. 

COROLLARY 1. KS F(X, A) is a sμbgroup 01 K F(A). 11 X is delormable into A , 

.theχ KSF(X， A)는K F(A) as abelian groμ:þs. 
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